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Homoepitaxial growth of Bi�111� at temperatures between 80–300 K has been studied using spot profile
analyzing low-energy electron diffraction �SPA-LEED� and scanning tunneling microscopy �STM�. From the
intensity oscillations of the �00�-spot with Bi coverage and the STM topography of two-dimensional �2D�
islands at low coverage, a pure 2D nucleation followed by a quasi bilayer-by-bilayer growth mode has been
confirmed. The oscillation amplitude decays slowly with coverage, indicating a slow kinetic roughening due to
a weak Ehrlich-Schwoebel step edge barrier. From the Arrhenius behavior of the average island separation an
intraterrace diffusion barrier of Ed=0.135 eV is estimated. Regularly ordered quasidendritic shape islands
reflect an asymmetry in adatom diffusion along the steps and the corners of the islands.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The semimetal bismuth �Bi� has been extensively studied
in the past few decades, due to its unique transport
properties.1 Since 1999, when Yang et al.2 observed very
large magnetoresistance �MR� effects in single crystalline Bi
films, which is the key to realizing spintronic devices such as
magnetic-field sensing,3 the interest in Bi films is rapidly
growing. As more techniques are emerging to produce high
quality ultrathin Bi films, surface effects start to play an im-
portant role in transport properties. The observation of spin-
orbit splitting in highly metallic Bi surface states4–7 and large
surface state conductivity in ultrathin Bi films8 has further
extended the possibility of using Bi films in spin-based de-
vice applications.

In the context of the growing interest in Bi films, a mi-
croscopic understanding of the growth mechanism be-
comes more relevant. In the case of heteroepitaxy, an earlier
study has shown that Bi�111� grows commensurately on
Si�111�-7�7 substrates with the occurrence of the so-called
“magic mismatch” between both lattices, resulting in a high
quality film.9,10 In a recent study, we have shown that a
Bi�111� lattice also fits well on Si�001� substrates.11 A re-
maining lattice mismatch of 2.3% is accommodated via the
formation of a periodic dislocation network at the interface.12

This recipe allows the production of relaxed Bi�111� films
with an extremely smooth surface.11,13 In both cases, an un-
derstanding of the microscopic lattice accommodation has
been exclusively discussed. However, until now, nothing is
known about the homoepitaxial growth of Bi�111� films,
which is equally important in understanding the complete
picture of the growth mechanism of Bi heterofilms.

Homoepitaxial growth at low temperatures is controlled
by kinetic processes such as deposition, the diffusion of
atoms on the surface and the nucleation of islands. Accord-
ing to the Venables nucleation theory14,15 the growth pro-
cesses are determined by both external parameters such
as the deposition rate and the growth temperature, and
internal parameters such as intralayer and interlayer diffusion
barriers. With a careful measurement of the film morphology
at different growth conditions, the internal parameters can be
determined. The intralayer diffusion energy Ed can be esti-
mated from the island density nx for different deposition tem-

peratures at constant deposition rate and coverages.16

Many techniques, such as field ion microscopy �FIM�,17

scanning tunneling microscopy �STM�,18,19 or reflection
high-energy electron diffraction �RHEED�20,21 have been
used previously to estimate the activation energy for surface
diffusion. Among them, diffraction is highly appreciated and
considered a convenient technique, which has also the ad-
vantage to provide information of the surface morphology
evolution during deposition.22–24 Its excellent averaging
property of large and representative surface areas offers a
superior statistics for data analysis. Unlike real imaging tech-
niques such as STM, which give a direct evaluation of the
island density, diffraction techniques provide information
about the average island separation �L� or the average island
size ��� on the surface. Since the average island separation is
directly related to the island density nx via �L��nx

−1/2 at the
submonolayer regime,25 both parameters can be used to cal-
culate the diffusion energy.

In this paper, we present results on two-dimensional �2D�
layer growth during the deposition of Bi on a Bi�111� film at
various temperatures between 80 and 300 K. Spot profile
analyzing low-energy electron diffraction �SPA-LEED�23 is
used to characterize the surface morphology in situ during
deposition and afterward. The average island separation �L�,
has been calculated from the diameter of the diffuse intensity
in the diffraction profile. As a complementary check, STM
was used to obtain real-space information of the island shape
and density at 135 K. The Venables nucleation theory14,15,26

was applied to determine the intraterrace diffusion energy
supposing a critical nucleus size of one �single atom�.

II. EXPERIMENT

The measurements were performed in an ultrahigh
vacuum �UHV� chamber with a base pressure better than
2�10−10 mbar. The chamber is equipped with a SPA-LEED
system,23,27 which was used at normal incidence to analyze
the surface morphology after deposition. The change of the
surface morphology during deposition was studied using
SPA-LEED in a RHEED-like geometry. Highly oriented
Si�001� samples �Boron doped, resistivity=8–12 � cm�
with a dimension of �3.5�0.4�0.05�cm3 were degassed at
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870 K for 12 h prior to a short flash annealing to 1470 K
by direct current heating. This process removes the native
oxide and results in a clear �2�1� low-energy electron
diffraction �LEED� pattern at room temperature indicating
a clean and defect-free surface. The sample was cooled
down to 80 K by using a liquid nitrogen cryostat attached to
the sample holder. Intermediate temperatures were achieved
by heating the sample by radiation from a tungsten fila-
ment attached to the temperature controller system. The ob-
servation of clear and sharp c�4�2� LEED spots of the
Si�001� surface at temperatures below 200 K indicates a
clean surface undergoing the reversible order-disorder phase
transition from �2�1� to c�4�2� reconstruction at low
temperatures.28–31

Prior to every experiment, a high quality Bi�111� base
film was prepared on a Si�001� substrate following a recipe
described by Jnawali et al.,11 which results in extremely
smooth Bi�111� surfaces with large terraces.13 The deposition
of high-purity Bi �Purity=99.9999%� was carried out by
thermal evaporation from a directly heated ceramic crucible
mounted in a water-cooled copper shroud. During the
deposition process, the residual pressure was better than
4�10−10 mbar. A deposition rate of 0.6 bilayer/minute �or
BL/min� �1 BL=1.14�1015 cm−2� was maintained during
each deposition process. The deposition rate was monitored
by a quartz microbalance mounted to the evaporator. A pre-
cise thickness calibration was obtained from BL intensity
oscillations of the �00�-spot with coverage during Bi deposi-
tion on the Bi�111� base film as shown in Fig. 1.

All LEED patterns and LEED spot profiles were recorded
at 80 K and are presented in a logarithmic intensity scale.

The diffraction conditions for the �00�-spot were chosen by
varying the scattering phase S=k�d /2�, where k� is the
component of the electron momentum transfer perpendicular
to the surface and d is the interlayer spacing of Bi�111� film
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FIG. 2. �00�-spot profiles recorded at an out-of-phase condition �S=3.5� during the deposition of Bi on a Bi�111� base film at 80 K. The
shape of the profile changes periodically with coverage. The sharp central spike G�S� recovers from one complete bilayer to the next
complete bilayer, indicating a 2D growth mode. At 0.5 BL coverage, the profile shows a pronounced diffuse shoulder with a sharp central
peak, reflecting a surface roughness with a well-defined average terrace separation of �L�=4.6 nm. The total intensity of the diffuse shoulder
and the central spike is conserved during the morphological changes during deposition. The profiles were measured using an electron beam
in a RHEED-like geometry as shown in the sketch �below the profiles�.
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FIG. 1. LEED specular beam, i.e., �00�-spot intensity oscilla-
tions measured at an out-of-phase condition �S=3.5� during depo-
sition of Bi on Bi�111� base film at 80 K. Long-lasting oscillations
with a period of bilayer coverage confirm a quasibilayer growth
mode. The gradual decay of the oscillation amplitude reflects a
kinetic roughening of the growth front. The inset shows the inten-
sity oscillations at higher deposition temperatures.
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�bulk value dbulk=0.394 nm�. For an integral scattering
phase S=n, a Bragg- or in-phase condition is observed, for
S=n+ 1

2 an anti-Bragg- or out-of-phase condition. Since elec-
trons interfere constructively at an in-phase condition, they
are not sensitive to the surface roughness. In contrast, elec-
trons interfere destructively at an out-of-phase condition and
are most sensitive to steps at the surface. Therefore, all the
LEED spots and corresponding spot profiles were recorded
at an out-of-phase condition.

Because the activation energy for intralayer diffusion does
not depend on the �submonolayer� coverage,32 half of a
Bi-BL was always deposited in order to obtain spot profiles
from the diffuse intensity, which are not outshined by a
strong central spike. The parallel scattering vector k� will be
expressed in percent units of the first Brillouin zone �%BZ�
of Bi�111� along �112̄� direction, where 100%BZ corre-
sponds to the reciprocal lattice vector of the Bi�111� surface,
i.e., 2� / �aBi�111�sin 60°� with aBi�111�=0.454 nm.

The island topography was additionally studied by STM
in a separate UHV chamber. The sample was cleaned and the
Bi�111� base films were prepared using the same procedure
as for the SPA-LEED measurements. The topography was
recorded after a deposition of 0.5 BL Bi on top of the base
film at 135 K.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Growth mode at low temperature

Figure 1 shows the �00�-spot intensity during the deposi-
tion of Bi on Bi�111� at 80 K. An electron energy of 179 eV
was chosen as an out-of-phase condition where electrons in-
terfere destructively after scattering from neighboring ter-
races. The intensity shows an oscillatory dependence on cov-
erage. This clearly reflects a quasi layer-by-layer growth
mode. We will show later that all the 2D islands exhibit a
bilayer height of 0.394 nm: the growth proceeds in a bilayer-
by-bilayer fashion. At the very beginning of the coverage, we
have observed an initial transient in the intensity, which is
caused by the scattering of the electron wave by isolated
adatoms.33 The intensity of the periodic maxima is signifi-
cantly lower than those originating from the initial surface.
The maxima exhibit rounded peaks. This is easily explained
by the nucleation of a new layer before the previous one is
completed.34 Moreover, the amplitude of the oscillation mo-
notonously decreases from layer to layer. Typically 40 oscil-
lations have been observed at 80 K �Fig. 1� which finally
fade out at higher coverage. The decay of the oscillation
amplitude is a clear evidence of kinetic roughening of the
growth front. We attribute this to the existence of a weak
Ehrlich-Schwoebel step edge barrier,35,36 which becomes less
effective at higher temperatures forcing the growth mode to-
ward step-flow propagation. The shift of the growth mode
can be clearly observed in the �00�-spot intensity variation at
higher temperatures in the inset of Fig. 1. The oscillation
amplitudes are drastically reduced at 250 K and completely
turned off at 300 K. Since the �00�-spot intensity at 300 K
does not show constant behavior with the coverage, which is
a prerequisite for perfect step-flow propagation, a slight
roughening is still present.

Nevertheless, the observation of long-lasting oscillations
at low temperatures is quite rare in metallic homoepitaxial
systems because thermally activated surface diffusion is ef-
fectively suppressed and hinders 2D growth. However, as
suggested by Egelhoff et al.,33 adatoms may use their latent
heat of condensation to hop across the surface and finally
come to rest at growing island edges.

The behavior of the �00�-spot intensity can be understood
from the periodic variation of the �00�-spot profile during
deposition. Figure 2 shows a series of �00�-spot profiles re-
corded at an out-of-phase condition �S=3.5� during deposi-
tion. The variation of the spot profiles clearly demonstrate
the oscillating behavior of the central spike intensity and of
the diffuse intensity �which is phase shifted by half a BL�
from one bilayer to the next one. The total intensity of the
profile is always conserved. The periodic change of the pro-
file reflects the nucleation and the completion during the
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FIG. 3. LEED pattern of Bi�111� surface after deposition of 0.5
BL Bi at 80 K: �a� First-order LEED spots close to the out-of-phase
condition �S=5.4�. �b� LEED pattern of the �00�-spot close to the
out-of-phase condition �S=4.5�. �c� Corresponding profile of the
�00�-spot. Both the �00�-spot and the first-order spots exhibit a ring
of diffuse intensity surrounding a sharp central peak showing a
typical Henzler ring.
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course of deposition of one additional BL. For a coverage of
half of a complete BL, the central spike almost vanishes in
the minima of the intensity oscillations. Only the diffuse
shoulder remains, reflecting the morphological uniformity of
the film and maximum surface roughness. The diffuse inten-
sity shows a Henzler ring �see also Fig. 3� indicating a lateral
surface roughness with well-defined terrace width distribu-
tion. For a complete BL coverage, the central spike shows its
maxima and almost no diffuse shoulder indicating a flat sur-
face without lateral roughness.

B. Vertical layer distance

In order to determine the lateral and vertical roughness,
i.e., the island size and height we deposited 0.5 BL Bi on a
smooth Bi�111� base film at 80 K. The exact coverage was
achieved by following the �00�-spot intensity: the first
minima correspond to 0.5 BL coverage. The corresponding
LEED pattern at out-of-phase condition for the integer order
spots is shown in Fig. 3. The quasi-12-fold symmetry origi-
nates from the morphology of the Bi�111� base film, which
consists of �111� crystallites rotated by 90°. Each of the first-
order spots exhibits a pronounced Henzler ring of diffuse
intensity with a diameter of kØ=17% BZ surrounding a sharp
central peak.

The island height is determined from the periodic change
of spot profiles with a vertical momentum transfer k� or
scattering phase S. Therefore, the �00�-spot profile is ana-
lyzed over a large range of electron energies—at least from
one in-phase condition to the next one. Figure 4 clearly
shows how the spot profile varies as a function of the elec-
tron energy. At the in-phase condition at 40 eV �S=4�, the
spot shape is narrow and only shows the instrumental broad-
ening. Here the electrons scattered from neighboring terraces

interfere constructively, and therefore, only a sharp peak ap-
pears. At the out-of-phase condition at 51 eV �S=4.5�, where
the electrons from the neighboring terraces interfere destruc-
tively, the profile shows the diffuse Henzler ring. The diffuse
intensity shows an oscillatory behavior as a function of the
electron energy from zero at in-phase condition to a maxi-
mum at the out-of-phase condition and to zero at the next
in-phase-condition at 61 eV �Fig. 4�. The diameter of the
Henzler ring, however, remains unchanged with electron en-
ergy. This indicates a two-level system with a well-defined
distribution of 2D islands with the same height on the
surface.23,37 The change of intensity of the diffuse ring pro-
ceeds at the expense of central spike intensity.

In order to eliminate the dynamic form factor of scatter-
ing, all spot profiles were normalized by taking the ratio of
the integral intensity of the central spike Ispike with the total
intensity of the spot Itotal= Ispike+ Idiffuse, where Idiffuse is the
integral intensity of the diffuse shoulder.22 This normalized
central spike intensity is known as G�S�= Ispike / Itotal curve
and is plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of the square root of the
electron energies, i.e., as a function of k� or the scattering
phase S. The G�S� curve shows an oscillatory behavior with
maxima for the in-phase conditions S=3, 4, and 5 and could
be well fitted by a cosine function.

For a perfect two-level system �substrate plus islands of
the same height�, the normalized central spike intensity de-
pends only on the coverage in the first layer �1 and oscillates
with a cosine function of S as23,27

G�S� = 1 − 2�1�1 − �1��1 − cos�2�S�� . �1�

In our experiment we have to consider �1=0.5 �half of a
complete bilayer� and Eq. �1� simplifies to
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G�S� =
1

2
�1 + cos�2�S�� , �2�

which describes well the observed behavior. If more than
two layers are present, higher Fourier components will con-
tribute to the behavior of the G�S� curve.23,38

Additionally, from the knowledge of the electron energies
of the in-phase conditions and the corresponding scattering
phase S, we can determine the island height d via the Laue
condition. Constructive interference between adjacent levels
is observed for the maxima of the G�S� curve,

S =
2d cos �

�e�E�
, �3�

and the Laue condition is fulfilled. Here � is the angle of the
incident electron beam with respect to the surface normal
�cos �=0.997	1 for the SPA-LEED geometrical construc-
tion� and �e�E�=h /
2meeE is the wavelength of the incident

electrons, where h is the Planck’s constant, e the elementary
charge, and E the incident electron energy. From the distance
	S between two successive maxima or minima of the G�S�
curve from the plot in Fig. 5�a� and the respective electron
energies, the vertical layer distance can be easily calculated
by using the following expression:23

d =
	S

2 cos �
� �e�E1��e�E2�

�e�E1� − �e�E2�� , �4�

where �e�E1�=h /
2meeE1 and �e�E2�=h /
2meeE2. Using
all three in-phase conditions we derive an island height of
d=0.389
0.002 nm, which is close to the bulk Bi lattice
plane separation dbulk=0.394 nm and confirms the previous
results of BL step height on Bi�111� films.10,39 A contraction
of �1% is, however, beyond the error margin that could
occur during this measurement. Such a relaxation of the is-
land height is probably caused by a smoothening of the
electron-density contours at the edges of the small island
�Smoluchowski effect40�. A similar effect of inward relax-
ation of the electron contour of the topmost layer has been
observed for small Ag islands on Ag�100� by thermal-energy
atom scattering �TEAS� analysis.41 We argue that the effect
is more apparent for small islands because the distortion of
the electron density at adjacent step edges overlaps leading
to an overall smoothening and inward relaxation of the
electron-density contour. For large islands, only a negligible
contribution of the smoothening effect occurs. In our system,
the Bi islands are small �island width ��3 nm� at 80 K, and
it, therefore, has become possible to detect the effect.

The same measurements were performed after depositing
0.5 BL Bi on the Bi�111� base film at 180 K. To avoid any
effects of thermal expansion, the data were taken after
quenching the film to 80 K. Then the island size is much
larger ��10 nm� and the smoothening effect should be
smaller. Figure 5�b� shows the G�S� curve, which is similar
to the 80 K measurement. The cosine behavior still reflects a
two-level system. The location of the maxima, however, is
shifted to lower energies, i.e., smaller momentum transfer
or larger electron wavelength: the step height is increased to
d=0.395
0.002 nm, which matches almost perfectly the
bulk value of dbulk=0.394 nm within the instrumental error.
For these larger islands, we do not observe a contraction in
the layer height of the islands. This clearly supports the ar-
gument of a smaller contribution of the Smoluchowski
smoothening effect for larger islands that might also have
been the reason that Bedrossian et al.41 were not able to
observe the effect with SPA-LEED because the investigated
Ag-islands were rather large ���7 nm�.

C. Lateral roughness

The average island size ��� or island separation �L� was
determined from the shape of the diffuse part of the spot
profile. The dominant central spike is most effectively sup-
pressed for the out-of-phase and half-coverage condition. At
80 K the �00�-spot and the corresponding one-dimensional
�1D� spot profile exhibit a typical Henzler ring of diffuse
intensity surrounding a sharp central peak �Fig. 3�. The ob-
servation of a Henzler ring reflects a well-defined size distri-
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bution of regular 2D islands on the surface.42 The average
island separation of �L�=4.6 nm is calculated directly from
the diameter of the diffuse ring kØ via �L�=4� /kØ.42–44 This
small value for �L� indicates a considerable slow down of
mass transport by the existence of an adatom diffusion bar-
rier across the terraces and/or step edges. A higher barrier
reduces the adatom diffusion across the terraces and conse-
quently increases the island density nx, i.e., decreases the
average island separation �L�.

The temperature dependence of the island separation �L�
was studied by a deposition of 0.5 BL Bi at various tempera-
tures up to 200 K. Immediately after deposition, the sample
was cooled down to 80 K to inhibit coarsening of the island
distribution. LEED patterns of the �00�-spot and the corre-
sponding spot profiles were recorded at an out-of-phase scat-
tering condition �S=4.5� and are shown in Fig. 6.

At higher deposition temperatures, the diameter of the
diffuse ring decreases significantly and vanishes completely
at 200 K. The decreasing diameter kØ of the Henzler ring
in reciprocal space reflects the increasing island separation
�L�, which is equivalent to a decrease in the island density nx.

At 200 K, the island size is so large compared to the instru-
ment response function that the Henzler ring vanishes and a
broadened spot remains. Under this condition, the �00�-spot
profile gives information about the lateral size of the islands
��� and not the average island separation �L�. The profile
can be fitted well by a Lorentzian function, implying a
geometric distribution of islands. The average island size of
���=14 nm was directly determined from the full width at
half maximum �FWHM�  of the profile by ���=2 /.45

For deposition between 200 and 300 K, we still observe a
slight broadening in the spot profile due to build up of small
surface roughness. The intensity during deposition as shown
in the inset of Fig. 1 clearly exhibits a small decrease even at
300 K. The mobility of the Bi adatoms became that high, in
which the growth proceeds via almost step propagation of
the preexisting steps of the initial Bi-base film. This trend
continues up to 450 K, where the spot profile shows only the
instrumental broadening, symbolizing a perfect step propa-
gation growth mode.11

Because the �00�-spot provides an average information of
the surface morphology, it does not reflect the individual
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shape of the islands. The Bi�111� base film emerges with two
rotational domains and two twin domains. Any information
about nonisotropic island shapes will be hidden by the inco-
herent superposition of the individual patterns. This is why
the �00�-spots recorded at different deposition temperatures
�Fig. 6� all show a circular shaped Henzler ring, while the
first-order spots exhibits a clear difference in shape between
80 �Fig. 3� and 130 K �Fig. 7�. Because the islands are rather
small at 80 K, which are confirmed by the small island sepa-
ration ��L�=4.6 nm�, LEED cannot resolve the actual shape
of the islands. In contrast, at higher deposition temperatures
�130–150 K�, a threefold symmetry of the first-order LEED
spots is observed �Fig. 7�. The threefold symmetry spots re-
flects triangular shaped islands.

For comparison, STM micrographs of 0.5 BL Bi depos-
ited at nominally 135 K were additionally recorded. Figure
8�a� shows 2D triangularlike islands of almost the same size
and separation. All islands exhibit a quasidendritic shape as
obvious from the higher magnification micrograph in Fig.
8�b�. The quasidendritic shape is caused by the asymmetry in
diffusion of adatoms from corners to the steps, which occurs
generally on a hexagonal surface.46–48 All islands exhibit the
same height of d0.4 nm, i.e., a bilayer height. The islands
are touching each other. Coalescence and coarsening, how-
ever, is not observed. By counting, we determined an island
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FIG. 7. LEED pattern recorded at an out-of-phase condition
�S=5.4� after 0.5 BL Bi deposition on the Bi�111� template film at
130 K. Two different domain spots and the central spot are indi-
cated by �01�, �01��, and �00�, respectively. The insets below shows
�01� and �00� spots.

50 nm

2 nm

100 nm

0.5 BL Bi/Bi(111) film:
T = 135 KD

(a)

(b) (c)

< > 24 nmL =

0.8 nm -0.1 0 -0.1

FIG. 8. STM topography �Ubias=1.8 V, Itunnel=17 pA� of 0.5
BL Bi grown on the Bi�111� template film at 135 K. �a� The two-
dimensional Bi islands of quasidendritic shape are distributed on a
highly smooth Bi�111� base film, which exhibits regular step trains
of 100 nm separation �which form a growth spiral centered at a
screw dislocation�. �b� Small region at higher magnification clearly
reflects the dendritic shape of the two-dimensional Bi islands. Due
to piezocreep, the topmost parts of both STM images appear
slightly deformed. �c� The power spectrum of the large STM image
�a� shows a Henzler ring. From its spot profile we conclude an
average island separation of �L�=24 nm, which is consistent with
the island density of nx=2.5�1011 cm−2.
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density of nx=2.5�1011 cm−2. From this, we estimate an
average island separation of �L�=20 nm.

The power spectrum of the STM micrograph is shown in
Fig. 8�c�. The profile of the power spectrum also shows a
Henzler ring with a diameter of kØ=0.053 Å−1, which con-
verts to an average island separation of �L�=24 nm, which is
consistent with the island counting analysis and qualitatively
supports the spot profile analysis of the LEED patterns.

D. Surface diffusion energy

Diffusion is a process that is thermally activated and
therefore depends strongly on temperature. Thus, the adatom
intraterrace diffusion energy can be estimated, based on
nucleation theory,15 by an analysis of the island density as a
function of growth temperature. According to nucleation
theory, the growth proceeds via three kinetic regimes as
function of coverage �. The adatom density increases with �
at the very beginning of the nucleation process until the first
stable nuclei are formed and the island separation becomes
comparable to the adatom diffusion length. This regime is
known as the nucleation regime with the formation of a
stable island density, nx. Then the adatom density suddenly
drops because they are trapped by existing islands, which
behave like a sink. In this aggregation regime, the system is
in a quasi-steady-state, which continues up to the coales-
cence regime where islands touch each other and merge.
Upon further deposition, the island density nx ultimately re-
duces to zero as the first layer is completed.

The rate-equation estimates the island density nx in the
aggregation regime as14,15,26

nx�r,T� � rp exp� En

kBT
� , �5�

where r denotes the deposition rate, En the characteristic en-
ergy, kB the Boltzmann constant, and T the deposition tem-
perature. The parameter p is a scaling parameter, which is
determined by the number i of adatoms required for the
stable nuclei. The parameters En and p are given by

p =
i

i + 2
, En =

Ei + iEd

i + 2
. �6�

Here, Ei is the binding energy of an atom within the critical
nucleus and Ed is the intraterrace diffusion energy. Assuming
that the size of the critical nucleus is one, i.e., i=1, which
corresponds to Ei=0,49 the Eq. �5� can be simplified to

nx�r,T� � r1/3 exp� Ed

3kBT
� . �7�

For the submonolayer quasi-steady-state regime, where the
island size grows with coverage,42 the average island sepa-
ration depends directly on the island density via �L��nx

−1/2.25

Because, for each deposition temperature, a constant deposi-
tion rate has been used, the rate equation in Eq. �7� can be
rearranged as

�L� � exp�−
Ed

6kBT
� . �8�

From the Arrhenius plot of Eq. �8�, which is shown in Fig. 9,
the intraterrace diffusion energy of Ed=0.135 eV was deter-
mined. The island density and the average island separation
obtained from the STM image and the corresponding power
spectrum for 135 K �Fig. 8� were not considered. However,
the values are very close to the fit within an error of data
evaluation, showing a qualitative agreement.

In general, the value Ed=0.135 eV is far lower as com-
pared to metal�100� homoepitaxial systems and fairly com-
parable to metal�111� systems.50,51 However, exceptionally,
as in the Pt/Pt�111� system,52,53 a weak Ehrlich-Schwoebel
step edge barrier and asymmetric dendritic shaped islands
might be the dominant factors associated with the smooth
growth of Bi�111�, even at low temperatures.

IV. CONCLUSION

We studied the homoepitaxial growth of Bi�111� by a
SPA-LEED and STM in the regime of kinetic limitations,
i.e., temperatures between 80 and 300 K. Bi grows in a quasi
bilayer-by-bilayer mode as evident from long lasting LEED
intensity oscillations during deposition. From the slow ki-
netic roughening of the growth front, we conclude the exis-
tence of a weak Ehrlich-Schwoebel step edge barrier for in-
terlayer diffusion across step edges. Above 300 K step
propagation is observed, resulting in terrace widths of more
than 100 nm.

All steps and 2D islands on the Bi�111� surface exhibit
exclusively a bilayer height of dBi�111�=0.394 nm, i.e., the
triple dangling bond termination of the Bi�111� is unstable
and only the single dangling bond termination is observed.
The size of the 2D islands varies from ���=3 nm at 80 K up
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FIG. 9. Arrhenius plot of the average island separation �L� and
the island density nx for 0.5 BL Bi on Bi�111� base film deposited at
different temperatures T �80–200 K�. The measured curve is fitted
employing Eq. �8�, where the slope of the fit gives an intraterrace
diffusion energy of Ed=0.135 eV.
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to ���=15 nm at 200 K. From this we estimate an activation
energy for intralayer diffusion of Ed=0.135 eV, which is
comparable to values typically observed for metal homoepi-
taxy. At intermediate temperatures, the 2D islands exhibit a
threefold dendritic shape due to kinetic limitations of edge
diffusion. Bulk defect formation in the Bi-film as stacking
faults, twins, or dislocations were not observed. At elevated
temperatures of 450 K, very smooth Bi�111� surfaces could

be obtained during homoepitaxial growth with a terrace
width exceeding 400 nm.11,13
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